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At its dawn, the Franco regime tried to carry out an autarkic economic policy and industrialization associated with military objectives\(^1\), which in turn fed the development of a home-grown scientific and technological policy to give them sustenance. Such aspirations, similar to those of other countries at that time, required strong investments, an industry with the capacity to face such challenges, and a firm commitment to training competent scientists and technicians. None of these goals were within the reach of the Spain that came out of a bloody civil war, with its aftermath of infrastructure destruction. In addition, the scientific community that had been developing during the first third of the twentieth century and that still lacked a long-established tradition in terms of knowledge generation and technological development was subjected to the repression and purification of its members carried out by the dictatorship that then governed the destiny of the country\(^2\).

The formula to overcome such shortcomings was to resort to an external partner that acted as a catalytic agent, a role assigned at that time to Germany\(^3\). The commitment to having rapport with the Axis countries and with Germany as a necessary collaborator mediated the initiatives undertaken in World War II, with the Juan de la Cierva Board of
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\(^1\) SAN ROMÁN (1999).
\(^2\) CLARET MIRANDA (2006); OTERO CARVAJAL et alii (2006).
\(^3\) GARCÍA PÉREZ (1994).
Trustees of the CSIC at the forefront of that orientation⁴. Since 1944, German support could not be counted upon because Germany had to concentrate all its energies and resources in a war conflagration whose evolution was increasingly adverse.

The post-war period and the international isolation of the Spanish dictatorship predicted a bleak horizon for such projects. They subsisted in an attenuated form by utilizing a group of top German scientists, with whom it was expected to obtain advances in areas such as radar, aircraft, submarines, light weapons, optics, and vehicles. However, the know-how of German engineers and technology did not flourish in an environment with a shortage of resources and financial means, poor human capital formation, and an industry weighed down by its backwardness regarding equipment⁵. In the mid-1950s, achieving modernization of the industrial and scientific fabric became dependent on cooperation with the United States. The Cold War dialectic and the confrontation with the Soviet Union made real what a few years before would have been inconceivable.

Although the key to the Spanish-American relationship was the geographic potential of the Iberian country for the United States military deployment in Europe, that link caused a chain reaction that affected other scenarios. The purchase of American technology and the facilities to attract companies and investments of identical origin soon became key factors to revive the Spanish industrial fabric⁶. The asymmetric nature of the relationship established with the powerful Americans also meant that this process was more dependent on them than the regime was willing to recognize. In addition to the changes that were introduced in the business world, “Americanization” had its correlate in the scientific field.

**Strategic interests and Spanish access to US knowledge circuits**

The United States made an outstanding contribution in the generation of human capital formation circuits into the post-war period. The *Fulbright Program*, established in 1946, promoted educational exchange abroad using foreign currency that the American government owned due to its loans to Allied countries during the world conflict⁷. Shortly after, the *Foreign Leader Program* was launched, which allowed groups with
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influence (politicians, officials, journalists, social leaders, etc.) to make “immersion” stays in the United States\textsuperscript{8}. The \textit{United States Information and Educational Exchange Program} extended, since 1948, the radius of action of those channels. The \textit{European Recovery Program} promoted the technical and managerial training of the leaders of the business world – public and private – through so-called productivity missions\textsuperscript{9}. The creation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) led to a progressive convergence between the armed forces of the countries that formed it, encouraged by the \textit{Mutual Defense Assistance Program}\textsuperscript{10}. All those routes of interrelation forged epistemic communities and future international experts who played key roles in the processes of production and transnational circulation of the “semantics of modernization” with an American stamp. Such experiences, in short, set up a breeding ground of elites favourable towards the United States and its leadership\textsuperscript{11}.

Spain began to have access to those training, information, and knowledge transfer circuits, with some delay, following the bilateral agreements of 1953. Such agreements allowed the United States to establish a set of military bases in Spain in exchange for economic and military aid. From the American perspective, rapport with a dictatorship set up with the complicity of fascism was only due to security reasons. The importance of having those bases to strengthen the American defensive presence in Western Europe justified that relationship contra natura. After all, Francoism was a lesser evil with respect to the communist threat. The US foreign policy planners did not ignore that the association with that political regime eroded its democratic image. However, strategic realism trumped ideological coherence at that time. Francoism, on the other hand, received American support in exchange for subordinating itself to the United States’ military interests\textsuperscript{12}. Previously, the images that were shown to the Spanish public of the United States were contaminated by the anti-Americanism of the Francoist leaders and of the government-controlled media\textsuperscript{13}. Beginning with those bilateral treaties, in an exercise of political trickery favoured by the Cold War dialectic, those reviled Americans suddenly became “allies”. Geopolitics forged strange travelling companions.

In the following years, the Americans developed a persuasive strategy aimed at
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convincing the Spaniards of the benefits of bilateral collaboration. The main objective, in its initial phase, was to win wills among the decision-making sectors within the country's elite. Their willingness was crucial to the construction of the military bases and their subsequent operation. Priority attention to the elites was not different from the policy deployed in other Western European countries, with the caveat that Spain was governed by a dictatorship – a characteristic that it only shared with Portugal in that regional framework. On the other hand, given the history of anti-Americanism in the pro-Franco media, more intensive treatment was required. Additionally, there was a need for the majority of the population to welcome foreign forces, which could be achieved by associating the friendship with the Americans with an improvement in Spanish living conditions. The need to maintain a close relationship with the Spanish government to preserve the advantages of its military operation and, at the same time, prevent the United States from being perceived as a supporter of Franco's regime made the objectives of that propaganda machine not easily compatible 14. The final prospect of that persuasive strategy was to promote a progressive opening of the country that entailed alignment with other Western nations, although without rushing to avoid arousing the reluctance of the Spanish authorities or of the most recalcitrant nationalist sectors.

One of the initiatives undertaken to achieve favourable reception in the Iberian country was the resumption of contacts in Research & Development (R&D). The formation of cadres, the transfer of knowledge and methods, and the provision of instruments and updated publications, together with help accessing international organizations, composed a battery of stimuli for scientific and technical development. The improvement of business and professional training favoured the renewal of the economic fabric, and the resources dedicated to military training brought the instruction and operating systems of a sector of the Armed Forces nearer to NATO standards. Through those channels, the United States promoted the immersion of some of the country's leaders in its “informal empire” 15: military, businessmen, scientists and technicians, political and social leaders, those in charge of the media, etc. This was a process similar to that previously undertaken in other Western European countries.

From the perspective of the Spanish government, aid for the formation of human capital was conceived as one of the compensations for military collaboration with the United
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States. In that sense, they showed their preference for directing that action towards the cadres of the scientific and technical system, rather than to orient it towards candidates from the humanities and social sciences over which their North American counterparts expressed a clear interest\textsuperscript{16}. Although the Spanish authorities wished to improve the training of personnel that should contribute to economic and industrial development, the North American authorities emphasized the promotion of knowledge of the society and ideals of the United States and its government.

At the beginning of the 50s, action guides (\textit{Country Papers}) began to be prepared that outlined the behaviour to be followed by the USIS, an organization responsible for projecting a positive image of the United States and winning the support of the Spanish elite. By that time, there was still no \textit{Exchange Program}, i.e., Spain was not included among the European recipients of human capital training programmes in American university and research centres. In the absence of this, newsletters and specialized publications, radio broadcasts, documentaries and activities organized by the libraries of its centres were used to attract these elites\textsuperscript{17}.

The American interest in integrating Spain into its defensive apparatus made the “leaders of public life” the main \textit{target groups} of American politics and demanded more direct action\textsuperscript{18}. On the one hand, it was necessary to reduce Spanish isolation and favour the exchange of ideas, information, and people as well as reach out to the main organizations of the Western bloc. On the other hand, those groups had to be convinced that no one was in a better position than the United States to promote the renewal of methods and knowledge that the country required for development\textsuperscript{19}. After the agreements of 1953, the collaboration of those elite was the top priority; therefore, training experiences in the United States were focused on them\textsuperscript{20}.


\textsuperscript{17} In mid-1953, the American deployment in this area comprised five delegations (in Madrid, Barcelona, Seville, Bilbao, and Valencia), which employed a total of 18 Americans and 69 Spaniards. Most of the members were in the Spanish capital, with Barcelona as the second focus of action. In addition, in 1951, the Institute of North American Studies in Barcelona was founded by a private initiative, but with the support of the Embassy, and somewhat later created the Center for North American Studies in Valencia (1958) and the Hispano-North American Institute of Culture in Madrid (1961).

\textsuperscript{18} Those leaders of public life included “government, military and religious circles, professionals, world of business and finance, and landowners”. “Country Paper for Spain”, February 1951. NACP, RG 59, Lot Files, Office of Western European Affairs (LF-OWEA), 1942-58, Spain, box 10.

\textsuperscript{19} “US Government’s Overseas Information Program in Spain”, August 30, 1952. NACP, RG 59, Decimal Files (DF), 1950-54, Spain, box 2399, 511.52/8-3052.

\textsuperscript{20} “US Policy toward Spain”, June 1953; “1954-1955 IIA Prospectus for Spain”, April 23, 1953. NACP,
Military, scientific, and technical training

The first programmes that were applied in Spain were aimed at attracting “opinion makers” (Foreign Leader Program) or had the generic mission of disseminating knowledge of the United States among Spanish society (Educational Exchange Program). From the point of view of scientific and technical training, the most relevant were the Military Assistance Training Program and the Technical Exchange Program, initiated in 1954 and included in the 1953 conventions. Both programmes had their predecessors in initiatives developed within the framework of NATO and the Marshall Plan.

In keeping with the centrality of the strategic modernizing link in the bilateral relationship, Francoist leaders sought to use American aid to their Armed Forces across the board, an aspiration that did not correspond with the purposes of the US government and the resources they were willing to use. The contribution of the United States was much more modest than that expected by the Spanish authorities, but it was vital to take a part of that group out from the obsolescence in which it found itself (a diagnosis with which their North American, French, or British counterparts agreed). The technological backwardness and instructional methods of the Spanish Armed Forces were a problem for guaranteeing the optimal incorporation of the material and armament ceded by the United States. Therefore, one of the priorities was the technical and tactical training of the personnel that would be responsible for their use and maintenance. Simultaneously, these military cadres were familiarized with the operational procedures of the Western bloc, preparing them to guarantee the security of national borders and to cooperate in the defence of the bases established on the Iberian Peninsula.

In the following years, the articulation of a teaching circuit that had as its main target military and technical personnel of the Air Force and Navy, under the supervision of the MAAG Spain, was favoured. That formative experience was positively valued by both parties, in contrast to the discrepancies that existed regarding the supplied military equipment. The Spanish military considered that part of this equipment was outdated or received late, and had to assume restrictions on its employment as it was confirmed in the Ifni-Sahara War. Thereafter, the United States Army became the doctrinal, organic,
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22 A broader vision of the development of these training programs in LEÓN-AGUINAGA (2019).
and operational reference of the Spanish Armed Forces.\textsuperscript{23}

American aid was essential for the take-off of jet aviation. The Talavera reactor school was nourished by the equipment supplied by the United States, and its professors received their first flight and aeronautical technique courses at the American air base Fürstenfeldbruck in the German Federal Republic. Shortly afterwards, other USAF installations in the United States and Europe became habitual destinations for Spanish military personnel and technicians. Most of the courses they attended taught specialties such as piloting, maintenance, weaponry, construction, electronics, communications, and meteorology. USAF instructors also trained a crew of jet fighters who would become the wings of Spanish interception.

Similar actions were carried out with the future crews and maintenance rungs of the ships that were to be modernized with American aid (about thirty Navy ships) or to be incorporated into its fleet (several minesweepers and a pair of destroyers). The officers and specialists involved regularly visited specialty schools for sonar, submarines, and minesweepers, as well as arsenals and the Marine Corps school, with the idea of reinforcing the Spanish contribution to the defence of Rota. Another important facet of that process was training Spanish crews in their own territorial waters since the summer of 1955, with the support of the Sixth Fleet, which included them in their tactical exercises in the area.

Actions with the Army proceeded with less haste because their contribution to American strategic designs was not critical. Preference was given to the tactical use of the most technologically advanced incorporated material (battle tanks, towed and self-propelled howitzers, anti-tank guns, etc.) as well as logistics management, maintenance, and repairs. The most common destinations were American Army facilities in the German Federal Republic, with courses focused on cavalry, artillery, and engineering, with the American centres taking over in 1955 and expanding the specialties to infantry, armoured cavalry, transmissions, and logistics.

There were also soldiers, although in a much smaller volume, who participated in the civil technical assistance programme. Its original purpose was to ensure efficient use of the US military apparatus in Spain. To achieve this, the country had to become stable by improving its economic resources and by increasing productivity and operating

\textsuperscript{23} CARDONA (2008): 189.
infrastructure. That would also show to the elites of the regime and, by extension, to society as a whole the positive effects of American aid. The National Industrial Productivity Commission was the agency responsible for selecting the beneficiaries of that programme in the industry and services sectors, which received the bulk of the aid. The Army High Staff was integrated in its Advisory Council, and MAAG was one of its interlocutors in the North American representation 24.

It was therefore about an open channel for military and civilian personnel coming from strategic industrial sectors for Mutual Defence, especially from the JEN and INTA, closely linked to the Armed Forces 25. Both in JEN and INTA, the military and economic sides mixed with the scientific and technical levels, which favoured the preference given to training candidates in nuclear physics and aeronautical engineering. The American connection was particularly relevant. The United States was at the forefront of such knowledge, and its defence industry became a relevant sector of the domestic economy and a pioneer in innovation 26. An model of conduct for the Francoist leaders.

The Spanish interest in nuclear energy dates back to the first years post-World War II, when surveys were carried out to study the value of existing uranium deposits in the country and groups of specialists conducting stays abroad began to be favoured. The University of Chicago was a reception centre. JEN stimulated that process, which was reinforced by the signing of the 1953 treaties. After the first world conference on this subject (Geneva, 1955), with a large Spanish contingent, a bilateral agreement was signed with the United States on civil uses of atomic energy and nuclear research reactors under the framework of the "Atoms for Peace" programme. Two years later, a new agreement included the possibility of acquiring experimental reactors – whether by transfer or by collaborating in their construction – together with the fuel necessary for their operation, which allowed the training of personnel in nuclear applications for medicine, agriculture, and industry 27. After that, there was a growing transfer of

24 “Terms of Reference of Joint US Military Group (Spain) and Military Assistance Advisory Group (Spain)”, January 14, 1954. NACP, RG 218, Joint Secretariat, Central Files, 1959-1976, box 78. The military publications helped to promote management and organizational techniques advertised by the aforementioned Commission and by the courses of the National Institute for Rationalization of Labor.
27 A succinct description of the bilateral agreements reached in this area in “Note on collaboration in the nuclear field between Spain and the United States”, June 18, 1970. AGA-MAEC, R-12190/4.
research to private companies, also facilitating the integration of Spanish scientists and experts in international forums. Somewhat later, nuclear energy was transferred from the laboratory to the market, entering the commercial phase of construction of nuclear power plants in Spain and with direct training of engineers and technicians of Spanish companies in North American centres and industries\textsuperscript{28}.

Also in aeronautical research, as in nuclear energy, North American interests in investments in its own R&D system converged with parallel demand from the Spanish government. Along with this, there was a strategic element derived from the bilateral link: the Iberian Peninsula was conceived by the United States as an air deployment base and, later, as a platform for tracking its space vehicles. Prior to the signing of the bilateral agreement of 1953, the Air Force tried unsuccessfully to acquire American technology and equipment to renew its obsolete material, while INTA probed the possibility of sending some of its technicians there\textsuperscript{29}. However, it took until the mid-50s for groups of aeronautical engineers to travel to the United States with some regularity to expand their training, with some linked to INTA and others to companies such as Construcciones Aeronáuticas S.A. Those contacts were branching out, from the receipt of funds from the Air Research and Development Command for the development of projects to the sending of more Spanish engineers to North American centres through grants from the NASA-ESRO agreement\textsuperscript{30}. That mechanism of knowledge transfer had effects on the modernization of Spanish aviation, both military and commercial, and a few years later, it extended to the field of space research. In March 1960, an agreement was signed for the establishment of a station on the island of Gran Canaria for monitoring and communicating space vehicles; notably, this station played a role in the Mercury and Gemini programmes. Both governments delegated the application of this agreement to NASA and INTA. This agreement was followed by others throughout that decade, building new facilities and extending the radius of scientific and technical training received by Spanish staff\textsuperscript{31}.

With regard to the primary sector, the management of the technical assistance programme belonged to the Ministry of Agriculture, having smaller funds than in the other two productive sectors. US aid opened new possibilities in the field of agronomic

\textsuperscript{28} ROMERO DE PABLOS and SÁNCHEZ RON (2001); PRESAS i PUIG (2005, 2017); HERRÁN and ROQUÉ (2012); SOLER FERRÁN (2017); RUBIO-VARAS and DE LA TORRE (2018).
\textsuperscript{29} DELGADO GÓMEZ-ESCALONILLA and LEÓN AGUINAGA (2018): 91-92.
\textsuperscript{30} ROCA ROSELL and SÁNCHEZ RON (1993); SÁNCHEZ RON (1997).
\textsuperscript{31} Information on the evolution of these agreements in AGA-MAEC, R-12690/5.
research, which until then had remained in scientific destitution as a result of international isolation. Although the number of scholarships granted was still limited, the stays of engineers and technicians made it possible to resume training and exchange abroad, which, before the end of the decade of the 50s, was transferred to the organization of the Spanish Agricultural Extension Service. Consequences of that influence were the implantation of the American model and a rupture with the national tradition in the field of research and applied technologies, reaffirmed by the maintenance of that link through the National Institute of Agronomic Research, whose implications became more evident in the decade of the 60s.\(^{32}\)

In the previously mentioned areas, the relationships of Spanish organizations with their related parties on the other side of the Atlantic were destined to last, marking their subsequent scientific, technological and, in many cases, economic trajectory. The movement of Spanish professionals to the United States within the framework of that programme resulted in a broader training dynamic, which also included a large presence of technicians and officials from other official institutions related to the transport network, public works, engineering, and cadres of armament, electrical, and steel factories, as well as business leaders of other branches. Another one of the fundamental dimensions of that cooperation was the attention given to the renewal of teaching in business schools, where the leaders of Spanish capitalism began to be trained.\(^{33}\)

In the selection of candidates, preference was given to their contribution to the modernization of the large transport infrastructure – rail, ports, roads, and airports –, the development of the energy sector – hydroelectric, thermal, and nuclear energy stations –, the increase in industrial productivity – in the mining, steel, or arms sectors –, and in agricultural sectors – linked to the importation of fertilizers and machinery. One of the main instruments of that training circuit was the "productivity missions", among which those dedicated to organization and business management, construction and urban planning, market research and advertising, and food and textiles stood out. Technical assistance was, in short, an instrument for the training of cadres that, in addition, was fundamental in the professionalization of business management.\(^{34}\)

The figures on the volume of personnel who participated in these circuits during the


\(^{33}\) PUIG and ÁLVARO (2004); PUIG (2005).

1950s are still incomplete. Military instruction was by far the most numerous: the Air Force alone accounted for more than 1,500 beneficiaries until 1963\textsuperscript{35}, and the Navy was possibly on par; the numbers for the Army were somewhat lower. The technical assistance programme mobilized almost another 1000 people until 1962. More imprecise is the calculation of other circuits that contributed to that training, bilateral programmes (educational exchange), and Spanish (CSIC, JRC, Institute of Hispanic Culture, etc.) as well as North American channels (American Field Service, the Amo and Doctor Castroviejo Foundations, along with several universities and centres in that country). The number of those who expanded their knowledge in the United States by such means could be several hundred more, on whose specialties we have insufficient data\textsuperscript{36}, and all this without counting the courses taught in Spain by Americans or by Spaniards who had received training in the United States. The \textit{Fulbright Program} joined that catalogue of training opportunities at the end of the decade; however, its actual operation began in the 1960s.

\textbf{Scientific leadership as a propaganda instrument}

The cooperation programmes were a privileged means to transfer to the Spanish people, especially their leading cadres, the North American commitment to the modernization of the country and the improvement in their standard of living. Throughout a series of monographs that appeared from 1954 until the early 1960s in \textit{Noticias de Actualidad (NA)} – the reference magazine of the USIS in Spain and the main information channel of the Embassy – the adoption of American scientific and production methods was extolled as the formula for the development of the country. The advances made in the numerous sectors that benefited from American aid were repeatedly alluded to while mentioning the Spanish specialists who went to the United States “to see how factories are run there, how mines are exploited, how they cultivate the fields, and how the railroads work”\textsuperscript{37}.

\textsuperscript{35} “List of courses and orientation visits made abroad from 1954–1963”. AHEA, A10869.
\textsuperscript{36} An incomplete list is available, covering from 1946 to the end of 1956, which computes a total of 523 scholarships for Spaniards in the United States (not including the military training programme or the technical assistance programme). Among the main receiving centres were the University of California, Columbia University, Harvard University, New York University, University of Chicago, and Stanford University, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. RUIZ FORNELLS (1956).
\textsuperscript{37} “The human factor, the main binder”, \textit{NA (Spanish-American Economic Cooperation, 1953-1956)}, October 1, 1956: 6.
In that campaign to show the Spaniards, especially to those with greater decision-making power, the multiple advantages of bilateral collaboration and of the American presence in Spain, the dissemination of the scientific leadership of the United States occupied a relevant role. Its prestige had increased considerably following the Allied victory in the world conflict. The images of American scientific and technical advances, often applied to the military sector, created a remarkable fascination in a society struck by poverty and national-Catholic suffocation. Knowledge of such advances was, in any case, very shallow. Since the 50s, when the possible installation of American bases in Spain began to take shape more clearly, the propaganda machine of that country began to devote a growing space to the dissemination of the various manifestations of such leadership. This was reflected in the information that appeared in NA or in the USIS documentaries – disseminated in ministries, training centres, schools, barracks, etc.\textsuperscript{38}

USIS documentaries in Spain, 1954 and 1957

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1954</th>
<th>1957</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE AMERICAN LEADERSHIP</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productive</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticommunism</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Among the contents that those media collected, news about industrial applications or improvements in the quality of life derived from scientific advances were frequent. There were even fixed sections in NA that lasted for some time on “America invents for the world”, “Science and Industry”, and “Science and Space”, together with the spread of biographical notes of US Nobel Prize winners as examples of the country’s scientific leadership. Those reports and images of North American origin constituted, since the mid-50s, the almost exclusive source of scientific and technological information of the NO-DO, the graphic news organization whose screening was mandatory in all Spanish

\textsuperscript{38} More information on these propaganda channels in LEÓN AGUINAGA (2009).
cinema screens. In addition to the multiple allusions contained in the usual News of short duration, in the series Imágenes (Images), which was screened as a single documentary of greater duration, the programmes dedicated to American science and technology had a prominent presence. In all those propaganda vehicles there were two major themes: atomic energy and, somewhat later, advances in the space race.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premiere</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>News</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>The Atobomba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>Traversing space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>249</td>
<td>Space lords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-III-1953</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>Prodigious technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-IV-1954</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>Atomic energy. Development of Nuclear Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-II-1958</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>Projectiles and rockets. The mastery of space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-X-1958</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>Nuclear energy in Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-XI-1958</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>Towards the Moon. Space exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-XII-1959</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>Friendly cooperation (Spain and the United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-V-1961</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>Man to space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-IX-1961</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>Space explorers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-I-1965</td>
<td>1044</td>
<td>The first atomic merchant ship (Savannah)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-VII-1967</td>
<td>1176</td>
<td>Wings and flight (From the factory to the air)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-VII-1967</td>
<td>1177</td>
<td>Time and face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-I-1968</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>The “Daedalus”. A helicopter carrier for our Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-I-1968</td>
<td>1203</td>
<td>The mastery of the air</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: prepared by the author.

Since the beginning of the 50s, successive articles that provided accounts of the opportunities offered by nuclear energy to industry, medicine, or agriculture appeared in NA, but it was after the launch of the “Atoms for Peace” campaign in 1953 when the frequency of the news on the subject increased. This showed the centrality acquired by

the nuclear issue in relations between States during the Cold War. The objective was two-fold: to underscore American leadership and its image as a “champion of peace”, expressed in its commitment to the investigation of the civil applications of that energy, in contrast to the Soviet “militarization”, as shown by its secret atomic trials. Simultaneously, the mobile teams of the USIS screened documentaries such as The atom and agriculture, The atom and biological science, or The atom and medicine. Such deployment was crowned with the presentation of Atoms for Peace, which could be seen in Spain for the first time at massive exhibition fairs in Barcelona and Valencia in 1955. The following year, a special monograph appeared in NA on the peaceful use of the atom, and until the mid-1960s, the successive American advances in nuclear matters – almost all related to peaceful purposes – continued to be told, sprinkled with the narration of some “exploits”, such as those carried out by the nuclear submarines that crossed the Arctic circle submerged and circumnavigated the globe.

In 1964 in Madrid, the AEC, in coordination with JEN, presented Atoms in action, which had circulated in several countries in Europe, Asia, Latin America, and Africa. The exhibition combined informative with demonstrative facets and included a training component, with Spaniards who had completed their education in North American centres acting as technical instructors. It was, somehow, the swan song of the immaculate image of nuclear energy in Spain. Two years later, the accident in Palomares occurred, with the discovery by the Spanish public that American military aircraft flew over the Spanish sky loaded with atomic bombs. From then on, there was growing concern about the lack of information on such a safety-sensitive matter. After that event, nuclear issues almost disappeared from American propaganda in Spain, which was not at odds with continuing to support the interests of its companies in this sector that almost took over the Spanish market.

Along with the atomic challenge, the space race was the other great field of scientific and technological competition between the two superpowers in their rivalry for international hegemony. In 1958, the first cover of NA dedicated to the subject was
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published, and news about propellant rockets, the design of manned space capsules, and even about a possible trip to the Moon began to appear regularly. The idea was to counteract the “Sputnik effect”, noting that the launch of the Soviet satellite into orbit was one of many notable achievements that were taking place in the scientific realm, in which the United States continued to be the world leader. In that line were measures such as the approval of the National Defense Education Act and the creation of NASA. The topic gained presence in the following years in USIS information channels, through documentaries and brochures, and especially in the NA pages: space installations, scientists, and a series of satellites flew over the Earth with tasks that included studying atmospheric composition, solar radiation, and meteorology, providing telecommunications and military and civil observation, locating natural resources, aiding sea and air navigation, etc. (Pioneer, Vanguard, Discoverer, Tiros, Explorer...).

As with atomic energy, the space race mobilized the two superpowers that competed before world opinion to demonstrate their scientific and technological capabilities, in a struggle with both ideological and economic ramifications.

At the beginning of the 60s, there was a more direct implication with that window to the future, when stations monitoring those space inventions were installed in Spain. In April 1961, Soviet astronaut Yuri Gagarin, aboard the Vostok I ship, became the first human being to travel to space and complete an orbit around the Earth. The American propaganda machine reacted by increasing information about its space achievements.

A special place was devoted to the Mercury project that allowed astronaut John Glenn to repeat Gagarin's feat, and that was accompanied a few months after with a NASA-sponsored exhibition showing a life-size scale model of his space capsule. In the following years, the abundance of news on the subject continued to arouse a mixture of fascination and curiosity in Spanish society, which was marked by the media impact of events such as the Gemini V astronauts’ visit to Spain in 1965. The symbology of North American scientific and technological pre-eminence reached a fundamental milestone with the arrival of men on the Moon through the Apollo 11 mission, whose crew also

---

46 “Science explores the sky”, NA, April 28, 1958.
47 BARKSDALE CLOWES (1981); DIVINE (1993); LAUNIUS (1994).
49 Only a few weeks after that event, full-page illustrations of the satellites and rockets sent to space by the United States with their respective characteristics appeared. NA, May 1, 1961: 20-23.
50 “The Mercury project. First North American in orbit”; “The spacecraft that traverses Spain”, NA, March 1 and June 1, 1962: 12-13 and 7. A neat pamphlet that described the American progress in this field was also published. US. Space exploration. 1962.
made stops in Spain during their subsequent world tour.

Conclusions

Since the mid-50s, new opportunities opened for Spanish professional cadres to expand their training in the United States. Although their proportions were still modest, those channels allowed articulating an incipient network of knowledge diffusion and methods that came from the other side of the Atlantic and that, gradually, would be assimilated into and adapted to the Spanish context. Those transfers were accompanied by the establishment of professional contacts, the dissemination of publications and specialized journals, and the translation of reference works, together with a growing bilateral collaboration in various sectors. The aspiration to convert the beneficiaries of those programmes into “transmitters” of the American model was always present as one of the main motivations of the United States government. That was not a uniform or linear process: there were sectors where American influence was more intense, others where it found itself with better conditions to take root, and others, in short, where it did not succeed. The impact of all that activity is partially known; however, there is still a way to go to obtain an accurate idea of its overall dimensions and effects.

In parallel to the push to guarantee its leadership, the United States assumed that scientific internationalization was a way to win allies and capture the sympathies of relevant groups from other countries. In addition to its direct action, the United States supported the proliferation of international organizations in a wide range of sectors, in line with the influence that those issues acquired on the global agenda. American conceptions and methods were transferred to the OECD, UNESCO, the WB, philanthropic foundations, etc., which formed an “International Development Community”\(^5\). The effects of this transnational process also came to Spain, although sometimes with rhythms and intensities different from those of other Western European countries.

At the same time, this action was combined with information towards wider audiences to convince them of the ability of American science to model the future. The propaganda story of those feats, together with the experiences of those who went to United States research centres and universities to complete their training, contributed to

\(^5\) MILLER (2006); KRIGE (2008); FREY, KUNKEL, AND UNGER (2014).
enhancing the role of American science in 1950s Spain. The leadership of the United States in the Western bloc, reviled a few years before, was assumed as something natural, making that country the unequivocal reference for any attempt to boost scientific and technical research. In the end, Spain was incorporated like other European countries into that “informal empire”, based on dependence of US power but also on the desire for emulation.

In the following decade, the technocratic project of joining the developmental economic policy with an educational and scientific policy that provided qualified personnel to grease the locomotive of Spanish growth gained strength. That orientation, based on the Copernican turn of economic policy encouraged by the Stabilisation Plan of 1959, favoured a greater rapport with the ideas on modernization and the formation of human capital coming from the United States. The reforms undertaken by technocratic leaders once again had a privileged interlocutor in the United States, either directly or through organizations such as the OECD and the WB\(^{52}\). The roots of that process, in any case, were created in the path developed in the preceding years.
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